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Abstract

A central question in urban and regional economics is whether people follow newly cr
jobs into regions, or whether jobs follow newly arrived migrants. This study revisits the
by constructing structural vector autoregression (SVAR) models for the 48 contiguous state
SVAR models contain long-run identifying restrictions based on a simple labor-market mode
empirical results suggest that labor-demand shocks are generally more important than m
labor-supply shocks, although labor-supply innovations in total account for a majority of
employment fluctuations. Thus, it is slightly more likely that people are following jobs. Yet
relative importance of demand and supply shocks greatly varies by period and region.
 2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

One of the more debated questions among urban and regional economists is w
people follow newly created jobs into regions, or whether jobs follow newly arr
migrants. Even as this famous chicken–egg proposition has been widely studie
controversy is far from settled. Of course, to some degree, the answer is yes t
questions, as shown by wide-ranging findings in previous studies. For example, Bo
Stein [9], Graves and Mueser [25], Greenwood and Hunt [26], and Muth [33] gene
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argue that jobs primarily follow migrants. Alternatively, Blanchard and Katz (B&K)
Carlino and Mills [11], and Greenwood and Hunt [27] contend that it is jobs prim
inducing migration, at least in the short run.

The issue of whether jobs or people come first has implications for regional eco
development policy. Regions routinely compare their economic performance to o
with employment growth more often than not used as the metric. Yet, policymakers
to ascertain the sources of their relative position to assess and adjust their eco
development efforts. For example, favorable job growth may tempt policymake
conclude that their industrial recruiting efforts have been successful, where in rea
may have been the case that the region benefited from favorable population flows,
in turn stimulated employment. If costly policies were found to be ineffective, they c
be redirected or abandoned.

The importance of region-specific firm and household shocks to overall reg
fluctuations also is highlighted in VAR studies that decompose employment fluctua
into common-aggregate, common-region, common-industry, and idiosyncratic w
region shocks. As reported in Clark and Shin [15], these studies find that re
specific shocks account for about one-third of overall employment fluctuations,
shocks idiosyncratic to various industries within a region account for about one-f
of employment fluctuations. In fact, Clark [14] finds that the declining importanc
manufacturing has increased the role of region-specific shocks over time. Similarly,
et al. [17] find that region-specific shocks are a more important determinant of
unemployment fluctuations than aggregate shocks. Coulson [16] finds that local s
are the most important factor in the evolution of local MSA employment, while Ch
and Coulson [12] find that local shocks are most important for employment fluctuatio
suburban and central city areas.

The primary reason why the jobs versus people debate has not been settled
endogeneity of both factors. Regions that are experiencing rapid job creation likely
new residents, while regions experiencing an influx of new migrants likely exper
an increase in jobs. Previous studies have tried a variety of methods to sort o
causal effects. One early approach was to utilize instrumental variables in simultan
estimating employment and migration equations (e.g., [11,33]). After examining
relative size of the migration response to job growth, and the employment res
to migration, each factor’s relative importance was assessed. Of course, the vali
such an approach requires exogenous identifying instruments, which can be probl
Comparing the relative sizes of the migration and employment elasticities also gen
leads to a conclusion that is invariant to time period and geographic unit of analysis. F
short-term and medium-term dynamics were not typically estimated, so that shor
versus long-term responses were not assessed.1

1 In a somewhat related study, Bound and Holzer [10] examine the role of demand shifts, and pop
adjustments in response to those demand shifts, on labor-market outcomes for skilled and unskilled wo
metropolitan areas in the 1980s. They employ an instrumental variables approach to account for the sim
of employment and population. Since they were more interested in issues related to income inequality,
jobs versus people question, they did not decompose their results into demand and supply components.
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More recently, vector autoregression (VAR) models have been used to examine re
labor markets [3,4,6,17,18,30]. However, these models assumed that all contempo
employment innovations were labor-demand shocks.2 Also, in some studies a separa
VAR migration equation is not estimated, being calculated as the residual of emplo
growth, net of changes in the number of unemployed and in labor-force particip
Previous VAR models also typically did not include a wage (price of labor) equa
When wages were considered, they were viewed as more of a “shock absorbe
either mitigates the employment response, or quickens the labor-market dynamics
weaknesses were not critical in examining the primary goals of the studies, which
to identify the length of time it takes for the labor market to reach its new equilibr
and determine how many of the newly created jobs were taken by the original res
versus new residents. Yet, the independent roles of labor demand and labor supp
not directly disentangled.

VAR attempts to disentangle labor-demand influences from labor-supply influenc
limited. Mathur and Song [32] performed Granger causality tests in an employmen
population reduced-form VAR system as an indirect test of the chicken–egg propo
However, the Granger causality approach omits the contemporaneous responses
variables, so no attempt is (or can be) made to decompose the innovations of t
variables into demand and supply components. Thus, the causality that is establi
primarily useful for predictive purposes [39], not for structural inferences. Freeman
employed a two-equation VAR of employment and migration incorporating contem
neous responses in an attempt to identify regional demand and supply influences
other VAR studies of employment and migration, he assumed that contemporaneo
ployment fluctuations equated with labor-demand shocks in a variance decomposi
employment forecasts. Yet, this is an even more restrictive assumption than those m
earlier studies that utilized the instrumental-variable approach (e.g., [11,33]).

Therefore, this study reexamines the jobs versus people issue using 1969–199
level data to directly determine the roles of relative regional labor-demand shocks,
relative supply shocks, in the waxing and waning of regional economies. The pre
research is extended in three important ways. First,wage changesare directly used to
identify labor-demand and labor-supply shocks. That is, favorable labor-demand s
should generate greater employment and wages, while favorable labor-supply
should yield greater employment but declining relative wages. Second, by emp
a structural VAR (SVAR) approach, identifying restrictions drawn from theory can
directly incorporated into the empirical estimation. In contrast to previous regional
studies, we do not assume that employment is labor demand, which imposes the s
short-run restriction that population has no contemporaneous effect on employment.
we employ less restrictive long-run restrictions based on a simple labor-market m3

As Stock and Watson [39] note, economic theory or institutional knowledge is req

2 B&K [6] did some sensitivity analysis using instrumental variables to ascertain the validity of
assumption. The jobs versus people question is answered only indirectly by examining whether the o
least square estimates differ from instrumental variable estimates.

3 An example of a regional SVAR paper is Bayoumi and Eichengreen [5], which estimated a model fo
US regions to assess the prospects for the European Monetary Union. Following Blanchard and Quah
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to establish correlation from causation. Use of the VAR as a simple statistica
cannot solve the identification problem. Third, labor-supply shocks are decompose
changes due to the original residents and changes due to migration. The decomp
directly allows for the possibility that new jobs can be taken by previously nonemp
original residents, as well as new migrants. So, not only is employment allowed
contemporaneously influenced by migration, employment is also allowed to be deter
by contemporaneous internal labor-supply innovations.

In what follows, the next section outlines a simple regional labor-market m
Section 3 details the empirical model, which is followed by the empirical implement
in Section 4. Section 5 presents the findings, with conclusions following in the
section. The general conclusion is that although labor-demand shocks dominate
supply migration shocks on average, their relative importance greatly varies across r
and time.

2. Theoretical model

An empirical regularity of state and regional economic evolutions is that
employment growth has been persistent over many decades [6,9]. For example, sta
grew rapidly in the 1950s and 1960s also tended to grow rapidly in the 1970s and
At least in the medium to long run, differences in net-migration flows are suggested
primary reason for differentials in job growth, although the ultimate causal factor be
the differential migration flows is not clear (new jobs or household amenities).4 Yet short-
run fluctuations in job growth are often assumed to result from labor-demand shocks
30]. To further understand the sources of the short-run fluctuations in regional emplo
growth, we construct a simple labor-market model.

For purposes of illustration, we initially assume that labor demand equals su
although we relax this assumption in the discussion of the empirical findings.5 We follow
the literature by assuming that firms sell their products in local, national, and interna
markets, where changes in export demand for the region’s products shift labor de
Also following convention, constant returns to scale (CRS) is assumed in agg
production. This assumption implies that innovations in labor supply have no effe
labor productivity through favorable agglomeration effects or adverse congestion e
during the sample period [2,6,11,33]. Previous empirical studies suggest that the
assumption may not be far from reality in terms of times-series changes. For ins
Ciccone and Hall [13] found relatively modest agglomeration economies, in wh
doubling of employment density yielded a six percent increase in productivity (als

assumed aggregate demand shocks have only temporary effects on output while aggregate supply sh
permanent effects.

4 For example, the simple correlation between the annual state employment growth relative to the na
net migration as a share of the population (including non-labor-force participants) is 0.71 between 1970–

5 B&K [6] presented a model with unemployment, but it did not change their main conclusions. Mor
Bartik [4] and B&K show that labor-demand and labor-supply shocks result in only transitory changes
unemployment rate, with the unemployment rate returning to the long-term equilibrium over time.
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Glaeser et al. [22]). Over the course of decades that it takes the typical region’s emplo
to double, the averageannual gain in productivity would even be less consequen
Also, agglomeration economies can be offset by congestion costs as well as risin
costs [6,36]. Perhaps reflecting the two offsetting effects, Glaeser et al. [23] and G
and Shapiro [24] essentially found no relationship between initial city population
subsequent population growth. Facilitating the CRS assumption are the usual assum
that labor and capital are perfectly mobile, at least in the long run. Although we as
that CRS and perfect labor and capital mobility apply in the long run, we allow devia
from CRS in the short-run as firms and households make adjustments.

The formal presentation of the model follows B&K [6], and is best thought of from
perspective of a labor-demand/labor-supply graph with the wage rate on the vertica
Demand- and supply-side trends/innovations are simply factors that shift the resp
demand and supply curves by shifting the intercept. Hence, the inverse labor-deman
for statei, periodt can be written as

wit = δit − αnit , (1)

wherew is the wage rate relative to the nation,n is employment relative to the natio
and the interceptδ is a labor-demand shifter that affects relative wage levels. Equatio
assumes for expositional purposes that wages are only influenced by current emplo
but we will allow wages to respond to past employment changes in the empirical an
to capture sluggish wage adjustment.

Changes in the interceptδ reflect persistent and cyclical changes in labor dem
including the transitory innovations that will be the focus of the empirical analysis
assumeδ evolves as follows:

δit − δit−1 = gd
i − β
wit−1(�)+ εd

it , (2)

where εd is an i.i.d. stochastic innovation term and� is a lag operator. The negativ
response to lagged wage-rate changes reflects shifts that can occur as firms rel
the state, or existing firms expand or contract based on changes in wage levels. T
feature of Eq. (2) is thatgd and innovations inεd both change the interceptδ, which in turn
shifts the labor-demand curve in (1).

The change in relative wages along the demand curve can be derived by
differencing Eq. (1). Then substituting in Eq. (2) yields the change in the relative
rate as a function of the change in relative employment, lagged changes in wage ragd,
andεd:


wit = gd
i − β
wit−1(�)− α
nit + εd

it . (3)

gd andεd in Eqs. (2) and (3) capture several factors. Foremost,εd reflects innovations in th
demand for the region’s products, which are affected differentially across the nation
varying industry compositions. Closely related are national and state-specific produ
shocks that can have a non-neutral influence across regions depending on indus
For example, in their analysis of comovements in wages and employment, Partrid
Rickman [37] report that 29 of 30 states classified as dominated by relative de
shocks between 1983–1989 also experienced relative productivity shocks (for 1990
the corresponding ratio is 24 of 28 states). They report that the relative demand
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for many states were associated with the fluctuating fortunes of the energy, farm
manufacturing sectors. More recently, supposed New-Economy productivity gains s
have primarily benefited states with concentrations of information-technology indus
Finally, thegd term captures long-term trendchangesin labor demand associated wi
firm-productivity amenities that can lead to the persistent differences in job growth. T
amenities can include public capital, state & local business environment factors s
taxes and regulations, and the existence of quality R&D centers.

The labor-supply sources for job growth can arise from changes in labor-force mig
as well as changes in the internal labor supply of the original residents (e.g., through
force participation changes). We are primarily interested inshifts in labor supply so as
to conform to the first-difference form of labor demand in Eq. (3). Thus, relative la
supplyshiftsare decomposed into changes due to relative labor-force net migratio
and internal labor-supply changes due to original residents, o. Taking these in ord
assume that labor-force net migration can be written as:

mit = gsm
i + φm(�)
wit + θm(�)
mit−1 + ϕm(�)
nit + εsm

it , (4)

where migration labor-supply innovations are depicted byεsm, while φm(�), θm(�), and
ϕm(�) respectively represent net-migration’s responsiveness to changes in the re
current and lagged relative wage rate, the lagged relative net-migration rate, and
and lagged relative employment growth.

Regarding (4), higher current and lagged relative wage growth generally in
positive net-migration flows until expected utility differentials (including amenities)
equalized across regions net of fixed relocation costs.6 Besides relative wages, potent
migrants respond to expected job opportunities [35,40,41], which are approximat
current and lagged job growth. Yet, past migration not onlyindirectly affects curren
migration through its effect on past employment growth, but it also candirectly influence
current migration flows through factors such as return-migration and chain-migra7

Moreover, the lagged responses to employment and migration, which may be quantit
large, also reflect migration delays that can occur from imperfect labor-market inform
and liquidity constraints that arise from moving costs or housing transaction costs. Thgsm

term captures persistent factors such as natural amenities that generally have lo
trend effects on migration flows. Finally,εsm reflects net labor-force migration innovatio
such as changes in preferences for environmental amenities, as well as demand an
shocks in other regions that alter net-migration patterns in a non-neutral spatial m
(e.g., the decline in California’s fortunes in the early 1990s led to greater migration
Oregon and Washington).

To incorporate changes in the supply of the original residents, we utilize the assum
that total labor supply equals total labor demand. Therefore, Eq. (5) shows that r

6 Treyz et al. [41] establish the importance of wages in determining inter-regional migration flows, in
they could not reject the equality of effects on migration of a general wage change across all industries,
wage change attributable to its composition of industries.

7 Besides accounting for the persistent elements in migration throughgsm, the lagged migration respons
captures a “self-perpetuating” effect where migration flows can lead to further migration flows [17,26
empirical evidence below suggests that this has a significant effect on current migration.
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labor-force growth (or employment growth) equals labor-force net migration plus orig
resident labor-force changes:

nit − nit−1 =mit + gso
i + φo(�)
wit + ϕo(�)
nit−1 + εso

it . (5)

Stochastic shocks to original-resident labor supply are reflected byεso, while gso captures
factors associated with the long-term trend growth in the original-resident labor
including natural population growth and labor-force attitudes and attachment. Theφo(�)

term represents the supply responsiveness of original residents to current and
changes in the relative regional wage rate, andϕo(�) denotes their responsiveness
expected job opportunities. By separating out net labor-force migration in Eq. (4), E
clearly shows the independent contribution of internal or original-resident labor-s
changes to regional labor-force growth (or employment growth).

Equations (1)–(5) define the labor-demand and labor-supply curves, and more
tantly, detail theshifts in the curves. For example, increased wage rates associated
favorable labor-demand shock (εd) attract both nonemployed original residents and n
migrants into the region’s labor force. We expect that as migration costs are over
new migrants continue to flow into the region as a result of their lagged responses to
and job growth. One advantage of the model is that it allows for the possibility that i
long run, original residents gainsomeof the newly created jobs (Bartik [3]), as well as t
possibility that migrants takeall of the newly created jobs (B&K [6]).

Regarding labor-supply innovations, a favorable original-resident internal labor-s
shock depresses wage growth in the short run, and in turn, reduces the net-migrati
Migration innovations also invoke a similar wage and original-resident response. Or
residents and migrants likely respond differentially to wage-rate changes and chan
expected job opportunities. Yet with CRS in aggregate production assumed in the lon
supplyinnovationshave no long-run impact on wage rates.

3. Empirical model

Using Eqs. (3)–(5), a reduced-form VAR representation of relative wage growth, re
net labor-force migration, and relative employment growth can be written as

xt = C +A(�)xt−1 + et , (6)

wherext is the column vector(
wt,mt ,
nt)
′, C is a vector of constant terms, capturi

persistent trends inx over the period,et is the column vector(ewt , emt , ent )′, A(�) is a
3× 3 matrix with elements equal to the polynomialsAij (�), � is a lag operator.

Because of the contemporaneous endogeneity of wages, migration, and emplo
the residuals of the reduced form(et ) are correlated. Each residual is a composite of
orthogonal structural shocks contained in Eqs. (3)–(5) (εd, εsm, andεso):

et =A(0)εt , (7)

whereA(0) is a 3× 3 matrix of unknown contemporaneous responses of thext to the
structural shocks. Knowledge of the contemporaneous responses inA(0) is required to
calculate the structural shocks from the reduced-form residuals.
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To identify the contemporaneous responses, we utilize the expression for the var
covariance matrix of the reduced-form VAR residuals (Σe) derived using Eq. (7):

Σe =E
(
ete

′
t

) =A(0)E
(
εtε

′
t

)(
A(0)

)′ =A(0)Σε

(
A(0)

)′
. (8)

The right-hand side of Eq. (8) contains 18(2n2) unknown parameters. The assumpt
of orthogonality of the variance–covariance matrix of structural errors(Σε) provides six
identifying restrictions. An additional three restrictions are obtained by normalizin
diagonal elements ofA(0) to equal unity, which implies that each endogenous vari
increases one unit to an innovation in its structural component. SinceΣe contains six
(n(n + 1)/2) unique elements, providing six restrictions, three(n(n − 1)/2) additional
restrictions are required for identification.

The first two restrictions derive from the long-run assumption of CRS in the theor
model. Specifically, since only labor-demand innovations affect relative wage rates
long run, each supply innovation has no long-run effect on wage rates (although
short-term response is not constrained).8 The long-run effect of supply innovations ca
be thought of as shifts in the supply curve along a horizontal (CRS) long-run de
curve. Note that even though labor-supplyinnovationsare not allowed to affect wage
in the long-run, that does not mean that labor supply is constrained to have no lo
influence on wages whatsoever. That is, if long-term trend labor-force growth is affe
long-termtrend wage growth due to favorable agglomeration economies or unfavo
congestion effects, this effect would be captured by the constant term in the reduce
wage equation. In assessing their relative importance on wages, bear in mind that a
supply innovationin a single year is simply a deviation from the long-run trend, wh
means that any net long-term productivity effects through theoverall long-term change
in the labor-force will likely overwhelm the innovation effect. Ultimately, the validity
the restrictions will be evaluated according to the theoretical consistency of the em
results.

The remaining required identifying restriction is obtained by assuming that the su
migration impulse responses to internal labor-supply shocks equals zero, which i
that labor-demand innovations and own innovations are solely responsible for cum
long-run migration fluctuations. For example, the restriction means that in a given
a one-time original-resident labor-supply innovation will not have persistent effec
migration flows in the long term (e.g., after ten years). This restriction does not fall fro
theoretical model, but it is based on the previously described stylized fact that cumu
net-migration flows are persistent, implying that these flows should not be influenc
original-resident innovations in labor-force participation or unemployment that occ
far in the past. Rather, the persistent net-migration flows observed during recent d
are primarily explained by factors such as firm amenities that influence long-run
levels and productivity, or fixed household amenities such as weather that influen
attractiveness of the state [6,24]. The restriction could lead to an understatement of t

8 Blanchard and Quah [8] show that in cases where in reality there are small long-run effects from va
whose innovations are constrained to have no long-run influence, the identifying SVAR restrictions still r
approximately correct results. For example, regarding the CRS restriction, the results will be approx
correct if demand innovations such as productivity shocks are the primary source of long-run wage chan
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of internal labor-supply innovations and an offsetting overstatement of the role of mig
innovations. However, the roles of demand versus labor-supply migration shocks s
be relatively unaffected. Finally, short-run responses of migration to internal labor-s
innovations are not restricted, and if the long-run restriction is only slightly binding
discussion in footnote 8 notes that the understatement of the role of original-residen
supply innovations is likely very small (which our results will suggest).

To see how the long-run restrictions are imposed, we utilize the impulse respon
given by the moving average representation of the reduced-form VAR, and substitu
Eq. (7):

xt = [
I −A(�)�

]−1
A(0)εt = φ(�)εt , (9)

whereφ(�) is a 3× 3 matrix that represents the impulse responses of the 3× 1 vector
xt to the vectorεt . Let φvs(�) = ∑

i φvsi�
i denote the long-run impulse responses

variablev to innovations, wherei denotes time period that is summed over from zer
infinity. The three long-run restrictions then imply thatφvs(�) equal 0 for:v equal to wage
rates ands equal to both migration labor supply and internal labor supply; andv equal
to migration labor supply ands equal to internal labor supply. From the representa
of φ(�) in Eq. (9), the long-run restrictions include elements from the inverted redu
form VAR and the contemporaneous response matrixA(0), which then provides the thre
required additional restrictions onA(0) in the variance–covariance expression in Eq.
OnceA(0) is obtained,εt can then be solved fromet using Eq. (7).

Each variablev’s (e.g., employment) forecast variance can then be decomposed in
proportions attributable to each innovationk (VDF):

VDF(v, k, j) =
∑j−1

i=0 φ
2
vkiσ

2
k

∑3
s=1

∑j−1
i=0 φ

2
vsiσ

2
s

× 100, (10)

where j denotes the number of forecast steps, and the denominator reflects th
forecast variance.

Even though long-run restrictions avoid the imposition of contemporaneous restri
that can defeat the purpose of assessing the jobs/people question, long-run restrict
only worthwhile if they are realistic [19]. To assess their plausibility, alternative mo
should be examined, and the short-run impulses should be examined for their cons
with theory [20]. Hence, a key advantage of our regional framework is that there will
different cases to consider for consistency. However, we go far beyond this step and
a priori knowledge about specific regions. For example, based on common knowled
previous literature [37], demand shocks should play a relatively more important role
the entire sample period in Energy and Rustbelt states, while migration shocks
be relatively more important in Sunbelt states. Findings to the contrary would inc
skepticism of the approach, even if the short-term impulses were consistent with t
Results from particular sub-periods also are examined for their plausibility. For exa
not only are Energy states expected to experience relatively large demand sho
average over the entire sample period, but the specific demand shocks should be
when energy prices were high in the latter 1970s, while the innovations should be
negative when energy prices collapsed in the mid 1980s. Finally, the models are su
to numerous sensitivity tests to examine the robustness of the results.
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4. Implementation

The SVAR model described above is estimated for each of the lower 48 states for
1998. We define the variables in Eq. (6) as relative to the nation because our focu
relative state economic fluctuations. An added advantage of defining the variables r
to the nation is that it implicitly differences out common national productivity and cyc
effects.9

Relative wage-rate growth is based on total wages and salaries from the REIS
1998 CD-ROM (US Department of Commerce, June 2000), and is defined as state
rate growth minus national wage growth.10 Using annual wages allows us to capture
effect of favorable (or unfavorable) demand shocks on the already employed that
raise average weekly hours and average weeks worked per year, even when averag
wages are sticky in the short term [7]. Yet, there is the possibility of inadvertently tre
supply shocks of the already employed as demand shocks when using annual
but further analysis discussed below suggests that this concern is probably very
Nonetheless, as a check of the model’s robustness, we substitute average weekly e
for annual earnings in sensitivity analysis.

For relative employment growth, the national job growth rate is subtracted from
state job growth rate using non-farm payroll data from the US Department of L
website (http://www.bls.gov/datahome.htm). The relative net-migration rate is calcu
by subtracting US net migration (mostly immigration) as a share of US population
state net migration as a share of state population. Census migration estimates a
for the 1980s and 1990s (http://www.census.gov/), while for the 1970s, state migra
derived as the residual of population change net of the natural change.11

For the impulses to approach zero in the long run, stationarity of the variab
required. Based on Augmented Dickey–Fuller (ADF) tests, unit roots in each o
variables were rejected for all states except for relative migration in Ohio.12 This finding is
not unexpected because the variables are defined as rates of change relative to th
Since the long-run-restriction SVAR approach is an alternative method to cointegrati

9 RATS econometric software was used for the estimation utilizing an SVAR RATS procedure writt
Norman Morin.

10 Although the wages of farm workers are included, only 900 thousand out of a US total of 133 million
and salary workers were farm workers in 1998. Those engaged in farming occupations are primarily prop

11 Using US Census Bureau data, net migration for the 1990s is calculated as the sum of net inter
migration, net domestic migration, and net federal movement. Migration in the 1980s is obtained from the
Bureau residual series, which implicitly contains the sum of the 1990s components. In the absence of
Bureau estimates for the 1970s, we use the residual method. We estimate births and deaths each yea
the natural increase in state population. The total change in population less the natural increase yields a
that is interpreted as the sum of the net-migration components. Birth and death rates fromVital Statistics of the
United Statesare used in the calculations.

12 Where rejected, thep-value was less than or equal to 0.01, except for wage rates in New Jersey, in wh
null was rejected at the 0.05 level. The number of lags included in the ADF tests were derived from the op
for the VAR equation system for each state.
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capturing long-run equilibrium relationships among variables, cointegration pretests
not performed.13

The number of lags included in each equation is based on the optimum Sc
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) statistic, with the maximum number of lags set e
to four years. The number of lags is restricted to be equal across equations for eac
but can differ by state. For all but four states, the optimum lag length based on the Sc
BIC is equal to one year.14 The Schwarz BIC criterion is chosen because it tends to y
shorter lag structures than other alternatives, where a shorter lag length has been su
as one approach to improving the reliability of inferences drawn from VARs conta
long-run restrictions (Faust and Leeper [20]). The robustness of key results to an alte
lag-setting process is discussed below.

Due to several factors associated with using sub-national data, our empirical fin
may understate the responses to labor-market shocks. First, the law of large n
implies that shocks within a larger region such as a state will offset each other, or
labor-market responseswithin a state will be lost.15 Likewise, by using annual data, som
of the labor-market shock is dissipated outside of the state, while a shock that occu
the end of the year may not produce a labor-market response until the following y
monthly or quarterly data were available, some (but not all) of these problems could
been avoided. However, a positive feature of annual wage data is that by using c
in annual wages, low-frequency movements that are not of interest are eliminated
preserving the intermediate-run effects that are of interest [1]. Another concern i
because there is not any annual data source on labor-force migration, our migratio
is for theentirepopulation. This means that the migration ofnon-labor-force participant
such as retirees is included in this figure. Thus, for a positive net-migration shock,
of the supposedly favorable labor-supply shock that would reduce wages may a
be a labor-demand shock that partially offsets this decline (e.g., migrant retiree
demand products). Yet, many retiree migration patterns are stable, which are reflecte
constant terms of the regional migration equations. And shifts in retiree migration pa
likely are captured as demand innovations in the wage equation.

5. Empirical results

Once the structural errors are calculated, we can address whether demand shock
supply shocks are primarily responsible for the relative state employment fluctuatio
decomposing the employment-forecast variances. The shocks also can be exam
period to explain the cyclical patterns of relative state fluctuations. In addition to

13 Quah [34] and Hansson [28] discuss the close relationship between SVAR models that are integrated
one or less (such as ours) and structural common-trends cointegration models.

14 The optimal lag length equals three in Connecticut, and two in California, Massachusetts, and South
15 Using metropolitan areas instead of states would have the advantage of considering more homo

labor markets. Unfortunately, data availability problems and changes in metropolitan-area definitions m
infeasible. Yet, state data has the key advantage of better capturing farm and energy production sho
predominate in non-metropolitan areas, which will be seen to be an important empirical feature.
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specific statistics, we also report some averages for Census regions and aggrega
states into functional groupings of Sunbelt, Rustbelt, Energy, and Farm states.16 We first
examine the impulse responses to check their theoretical consistency.

5.1. Impulse responses

Figure 1 contains the unweighted average of the 48 state impulse response fun
Each of the three equations for each state was subjected to one standard deviation
in the three structural errors. The magnitude of the impulse responses then depen
both the size of the relative shock and the sensitivity of the variable to the shock.17

The average wage-rate impulse response to each standard deviation shock is g
panel (a). By definition, average wage rates increase in response to labor-demand
increasing until about the eighth year. Consistent with theoretical expectations, wag
negatively respond to shocks in migration labor supply. They also respond nega
to internal labor supply, which may occur from a combination of innovations in na
labor-force growth and labor-force participation (and unemployment by relaxing the
demand equal to labor supply constraint). Migration labor-supply shocks are initia
larger source of the decline, but by three years the difference disappears. Reflect
restrictions on the effects of labor supply, the wage rate returns to its original value
long run in both cases. Being unrestricted in the short run, the relatively quick retu
zero of the labor-supply responses suggests that the assumptions of no long-run
of supply innovations on wage rates are reasonable approximations (see Keating [
a related discussion). If the restrictions were unreasonable, we would have expec
cumulative response to linger far away from zero for an extended period as the rest
only binds when time approaches∞.

Panel (b) displays the average migration impulse response to each shock. O
long run, labor-demand shocks are on average a modestly greater source of mi
fluctuations than innovations in migration itself. Consistent with theory, migra
responds negatively to an increase in internal labor supply, rising to zero in the lon
as the labor market equilibrates. Also, the relatively rapid return to zero suggests

16 Sunbelt states include Arizona, California, Florida, and Nevada. Rustbelt states are classified in tw
First is a narrow grouping of East North Central region states (Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and Wisco
We also report a broader “Rustbelt” grouping in some tables that adds Pennsylvania. The energy state
Colorado, Louisiana, Montana, Oklahoma, Texas, West Virginia, and Wyoming. The farm states includ
Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, and South Dakota (note that Montana is viewed as both a Farm and
state). They are selected on the basis of having by far the largest shares of civilian employment in farm occ
in 1980, which is close to the midpoint of the sample period (from the US Department of LaborGeographical
Profile of Employment and Unemployment).

17 In six states, the responses generally did not fit theoretical expectations, suggesting that demand an
innovations were not identified, possibly because the Schwarz BIC criteria produced a too restrictive lag s
Hence, these states were reestimated using optimal lag lengths based on the Akaike Information Criterio
which tends to give longer lag lengths. The resulting (AIC) lag lengths generally improved identification fo
states: four for Louisiana, Ohio, and New York; three for Delaware and Wyoming; and two for Kansas.
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Fig. 1. Impulse functions. The unweighted average wage (a), migration (b), and employment (c) respon
the lower 48 states to a one standard deviation shock to labor demand, migration labor supply, and inter
supply.
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is a reasonable approximation to assume that migration flows are not affected by in
original-resident labor-supply innovations in the long run.18

As shown in panel (c), employment responds positively to all three structural sh
Labor demand shocks are the leading cause of employment fluctuations in th
run, followed by migration shocks and internal labor-supply shocks. This result is
consistent with the findings of Carlino and Mills [11] and Greenwood and Hunt [27],
people primarily follow jobs and not vice versa. Yet, our results also point to migr
innovations as an important source of job growth fluctuations, while the two labor-s
shocks together produce a majority of employment fluctuations on average.19 It would be
useful to find the confidence intervals for these impulse functions, but Faust and L
[20, p. 348] show that it is not known how to compute “meaningful confidence inte
for work under the long-run (restriction) scheme.” Thus, even as the long-run restri
allow us to directly examine the jobs/people question without assuming contempora
exogeneity, it does come at some expense.

An advantage of long-run restrictions is that the estimated short-run responses
imposed, but rather can be tested against theory. As noted earlier, short-run respon
are found to be consistent with theory support the accuracy of the long-run restric
In a sense, the estimated short-run responses serve the same purpose as stand
identification tests [5]. In our case, the average short-run impulse functions are con
with theoretical expectations of a positive (negative) relationship between chan
wages and employment in response to labor-demand (supply) innovations.20

Even as the average short-run responses in Fig. 1 fit theoretical expectations, t
not show how consistent these expectations are met. Akin to examining alternative m
consistency across the 48 individual state models would provide further evidence
robustness of the structural inferences derived from the long-run restrictions. Fau
Leeper [20] also contend that problems such as finite sample sizes and multiple s
of demand and supply innovations are other reasons to examine the consistency
alternative SVAR models. Fortunately, a key advantage of our regional approach
we do not have to be as concerned with policy feedbacks such as in macro models
supply and demand innovations can be further confounded (e.g., Federal Reserve re
to an energy shock).

The state-specific results (not shown) reveal that the short-run responses cons
follow expectations. By construction, all variables respond positively to own innova
in all states. Regarding responses to other innovations, 44 states have a cumulative

18 To further test the long-run restrictions, we regressed the current period state (relative) net-migrat
on the estimated internal labor-supply shocks in a pooled model. Contemporaneous and six years o
internal labor-supply shocks were included as independent variables. Only the contemporaneous valu
statistically significant (or close to significant). We also regressed relative migrationindividually on each of these
estimated lagged internal labor-supply shocks. Again, only the contemporaneous internal labor-supply
were significant, suggesting no long-run effect.

19 In results not shown, the New England and South Atlantic regions generally have the fastest respons
the Mountain and West South Central states have the slowest responses.

20 If the long-run wage innovations were in reality primarily the result of supply influences (e.g., po
changes in amenities), there would have been a negative long-run relationship between wages and em
innovations.
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year negative wage response to labor-supply migration, while 45 states have a co
ble negative wage response to internal (original-resident) labor-supply innovations.
spondingly, by the second period, 47 states have a cumulative positive migration re
to a labor-demand shock, and 46 states have a cumulative negative migration resp
a shock in internal labor supply. Finally, regarding cumulative second-year employ
responses, all 48 states have positive responses to migration shocks, while 46 state
positive response to innovations in labor demand.21

5.2. Variance decomposition

Further insights into how much state employment fluctuations result from innova
in labor demand versus labor supply can be obtained from a decomposition
forecast variance of relative state employment growth. Table 1 reports the perc
forecast variance of relative state employment growth attributable to relative labor-de
shocks (D), relative migration labor-supply shocks (M), and relative internal (orig
resident) labor-supply shocks (IS). Calculations are given for forecast horizons of 1,
15 years ahead.

In Table 1, relative labor demand shocks account for the largest share of the r
employment forecast variance. The unweighted-average ranges from 43.4% for 1
ahead forecasts, to 46.5% for 15-year-ahead forecasts, with most decomposition p
becoming stable by the second period.22,23 In 20 states, employment fluctuations a
primarily demand driven at all forecast horizons. Comparable figures for migration
supply, and internal labor supply are 13 and 6 states, respectively.

Although the results generally favor labor demand, we find a smaller role for it
VAR studies that assumed contemporaneous employment shocks were labor d

21 In sensitivity analysis, replacing the annual wage rate in Eq. (6) with the weekly rate for workers c
by unemployment insurance (and using the same lag structure) produced only slightly less consisten
The following cumulative second period responses were obtained: 41 states had negative wage-rate res
migration as well as to internal labor supply; 44 states had positive migration responses to labor deman
states had negative migration responses to internal labor supply; and 43 states had positive employment
to labor demand and all states had positive employment responses to migration. Using an optimal lag leng
on weekly wage rates (not annual wage rates) corrected these responses in a few cases.

22 Weighted-average results using state employment as the weight are nearly identical. State
decompositions for wage rates and migration are available from the authors upon request. The average
variance of wage rates explained by labor-demand shocks are 70.9, 72.3, and 75.0% for 1-, 2-, and 15-ye
forecasts. For migration, 45.6% of the 1-year ahead forecast variance is accounted for by its own inno
falling to 44.2% in the 2-year ahead forecasts, and 42.3% in the 15-year ahead forecasts. For the 15-ye
migration forecasts, demand shocks become more important, accounting for 45.1% of the forecast varia

23 In sensitivity analysis, the variance decomposition of employment was also calculated based u
optimal lag length determined by the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). This increased the lag leng
22 states from that based on the BIC. Nevertheless, employment remained primarily demand driven a
forecast horizons for 20 states. On average, demand shocks accounted for 40.7, 46.1, and 49.0% of em
forecast variance for the 1-, 2-, and 15-year-ahead forecast horizons. Yet, using a longer lag length bas
AIC did increase the variance decomposition share of demand innovations in Minnesota, Missouri, and Te
from the relatively small shares reported in Table 1 (especially in the long run, not shown). Regardless,
cases, the leading roles played by either migration or internal labor supply were unchanged.
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Table 1
Variance decomposition of relative employment growth (%)

State D(1) M(1) IS(1) D(2) M(2) IS(2) D(15) M(15) IS(15)

AL 25.9 65.6 8.5 30.2 55.5 14.3 32.7 45.1 22.2
AR 41.9 12.8 45.3 42.1 14.2 43.8 42.2 14.5 43.3
AZ 48.3 51.6 0.1 45.5 51.7 2.8 42.8 53.5 3.7
CA 6.7 4.2 89.1 40.0 13.4 46.5 20.6 62.7 16.7
CO 23.1 69.9 7.0 45.7 48.6 5.7 60.3 35.2 4.4
CT 98.9 0.5 0.5 92.1 3.6 4.2 72.5 21.7 5.8
DE 2.7 55.6 41.7 2.2 62.4 35.4 10.0 61.0 29.0
FL 46.8 53.0 0.2 48.0 48.5 3.5 46.8 44.3 8.8
GA 42.6 35.3 22.1 42.7 33.0 24.2 42.4 32.6 24.9
ID 92.2 3.6 4.2 86.1 9.0 4.9 83.3 10.8 5.9
IL 47.7 29.2 23.1 47.7 28.6 23.8 47.7 28.4 23.9
IN 65.5 27.3 7.2 50.7 40.7 8.6 45.7 43.6 10.7
IA 78.8 13.6 7.6 73.0 19.1 7.9 64.3 25.6 10.1
KS 28.8 68.0 3.2 35.5 48.4 16.1 35.4 38.3 26.3
KY 49.4 10.4 40.2 39.0 28.7 32.3 33.5 31.7 34.8
LA 68.1 30.4 1.5 83.8 15.5 0.8 88.2 10.0 1.9
MA 17.8 79.2 3.0 33.0 65.4 1.6 54.0 41.8 4.1
MD 27.4 29.3 43.3 26.8 31.4 41.8 27.0 31.5 41.6
ME 86.7 1.1 12.2 68.9 9.3 21.8 66.1 9.2 24.7
MI 50.5 38.1 11.4 52.8 36.0 11.2 53.5 35.4 11.1
MN 0.6 32.9 66.5 11.4 26.8 61.8 15.1 25.7 59.2
MO 0.0 84.1 15.9 0.0 83.9 16.0 0.0 83.9 16.1
MS 83.0 12.9 4.1 73.7 15.9 10.4 65.0 15.0 20.0
MT 41.8 54.2 4.0 57.6 37.6 4.8 67.3 26.9 5.8
NE 17.1 8.2 74.6 23.8 13.0 63.2 33.4 16.2 50.4
NH 39.9 49.8 10.4 34.0 54.7 11.3 30.7 56.7 12.6
NV 24.1 67.4 8.5 26.2 64.7 9.1 27.5 63.6 8.9
NJ 23.3 40.1 36.6 17.9 48.4 33.7 15.2 52.2 32.7
NM 56.1 33.1 10.8 62.5 24.3 13.2 65.4 22.2 12.4
NY 99.2 0.0 0.7 99.1 0.0 0.8 91.6 2.3 6.1
NC 20.6 29.4 50.0 23.6 28.2 48.1 23.9 28.2 47.9
ND 34.9 24.7 40.3 50.5 16.4 33.0 55.4 15.2 29.4
OH 28.5 9.6 61.9 35.6 19.4 45.0 37.2 19.1 43.7
OK 67.1 32.8 0.1 67.3 30.2 2.5 65.6 29.1 5.2
OR 86.9 13.0 0.2 87.2 11.3 1.6 85.5 10.7 3.8
PA 8.9 53.5 37.6 15.2 50.3 34.5 21.7 46.8 31.6
RI 5.1 37.3 57.6 8.1 40.9 51.0 9.2 41.3 49.5
SC 63.2 3.5 33.4 57.6 11.1 31.3 55.2 14.4 30.4
SD 45.4 44.1 10.5 58.3 34.0 7.8 58.8 26.4 14.8
TN 0.0 71.5 28.5 2.0 62.9 35.1 3.7 57.9 38.3
TX 57.9 31.9 10.1 71.0 21.1 7.9 77.8 15.7 6.5
UT 22.8 65.5 11.7 29.0 55.8 15.2 35.2 49.0 15.8
VT 38.6 46.0 15.5 30.4 46.2 23.4 35.1 40.2 24.7
VA 14.3 26.9 58.9 36.6 21.9 41.5 42.7 20.1 37.2
WA 49.4 42.9 7.7 45.4 44.9 9.7 42.4 46.0 11.5
WV 60.0 34.0 5.9 54.7 39.3 6.0 49.6 43.9 6.5
WI 69.8 19.7 10.5 71.0 18.1 10.8 71.5 17.5 10.9
WY 55.7 17.2 27.1 81.0 6.9 12.1 83.5 5.1 11.4

AVE 43.0 34.7 22.3 46.2 33.2 20.7 46.5 32.7 20.8

The variance decomposition of relative employment growth at 1, 2, and 15 year intervals for labor-d
(D), migration labor-supply (M), and internal labor-supply shocks (IS).
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For example, if we instead employed a Cholesky decomposition within an employ
migration VAR system, the results tilt more strongly in favor of labor demand. Whe
assume no contemporaneous effect of population on employment, 94.8% of emplo
variance is explained by labor demand, which compares to 72.8% when we instead a
that employment has no contemporaneous effect on migration.24 However, given tha
contemporaneous exogeneity has been noted as not very plausible for periods of a m
a quarter [39], it is highly implausible for a one-year period. In addition, there is no ro
this two-equation employment/population VAR for internal labor-supply shocks to ex
employment variation. To be sure, our internal labor-supply innovations play a str
role in the long run than found by traditional VAR approaches [6,18], but only a mod
smaller role than found by Bartik [3,4].25

As noted above, these demand/supply patterns would be even more convin
certain known a-priori differences across regions were also evident in the model’s r
Regarding the Sunbelt states of Nevada and Arizona, labor-supply migration s
underlie most of the relative employment fluctuations. This is particularly notewo
given that a significant portion of their migration isnon-labor-forceretiree migration,
which is more of a labor-demand shock. In fact, Florida’s employment forecast var
is more evenly split between demand shocks and migration supply shocks. For Cali
internal labor supply is most important in the short run, with migration dominatin
the longer run, although as described below, this may be related to unmeasured
immigration (especially in the 1990s). Overall, for the four Sunbelt states, migration l
supply innovations account for an average 56% of the variance of employment ch
by 15 years (not shown), while demand innovations account for about 34%. This pat
consistent with a priori expectations that labor-force migration is relatively more impo
in these states.

As might be expected, Energy states are primarily demand driven, with demand s
accounting for over 70% of employment fluctuations on average at a 15 year in
and migration only accounting for 24% (not shown). In Louisiana, Oklahoma, T
West Virginia, and Wyoming, employment fluctuations are dominated by demand s
over all forecast horizons. Relative migration shocks are most important in Montan
Colorado in the one-year-ahead forecasts, with demand shocks dominating in the
year horizon. The greater influence of relative migration shocks in Montana and Co
is likely related to their natural amenity-attractiveness. For example, households dis

24 We also found that the greatest number of instances of Granger causality was for employment G
causing migration (28 states), where migration only Granger-caused employment in two states. Howeve
the Cholesky decomposition for our three-equation VAR, the average percent of the fifteen-year emp
variation accounted for by wage-rate innovations across all six possible orderings was only 11.3%. Of
each ordering implies a different theoretical model [39], and wage rates most likely do not possess a pu
demand interpretation in most, if not all, of these orderings.

25 Finding a somewhat surprisingly large internal labor-supply component in the variance decomp
suggests that it is unlikely that our results are seriously understating internal labor-supply shocks rel
migration supply shocks. When weekly wages were used in place of annual earnings (see footnote
variance decomposition suggested that internal labor-supply and demand shocks accounted for simila
of employment fluctuations.
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by negative demand shocks in other states, all else being equal, likely relocate to am
rich areas, providing positive relative migration (supply) innovations.

Like the Energy states, employment forecast variance in the Rustbelt and Farm
are more likely the result of labor-demand innovations, which was expected give
key role that national and foreign markets play for their products. In the Rustbelt
North Central region, demands shocks are more important on average than in the
nation, accounting for 51% of employment fluctuations after 15 years (migration’s
was only 29%, not shown). Labor demand dominates in Illinois, Indiana, Michigan
Wisconsin. Yet, internal labor-supply shocks are most important in Ohio, while migr
labor-supply shocks play a key role in Pennsylvania (which is outside the ENC regio
the Farm states of Iowa and South Dakota, demand innovations dominate at all fo
horizons. This is noteworthy given the use of total non-farm employment. Althou
decline in the farm sector has negative spillovers on the non-farm sector, the dec
the farm sector becomes an internal supply source of non-farm employment as w
transfer to the non-farm sector or take second jobs. Not surprisingly then, for the 1
ahead forecast horizon in North Dakota, and all forecast horizons in Nebraska, in
labor-supply shocks dominate in explaining the employment forecast variance. As m
expected though, this effect significantly diminishes in importance over time in expla
employment fluctuations. By 15 years, demand shocks account for 56% of Farm
employment fluctuations on average, migration shocks only account for 22%, and t
being explained by internal labor supply (not shown).

5.3. Labor market shocks by period

Table 2 provides information on which states experienced the greatest shocks
positive and negative. The shocks are calculated for three equal-length periods,
roughly correspond to US business cycles.26 The ranking of the magnitude of the shoc
are calculated for regions, as well as the 10 states with the largest average positive
and the 10 states with the most negative average shocks. In general, the calculated
correspond to well-known patterns of regional fluctuations during the sub-periods,
further supports our long-run-restrictions approach. That is, not only do regions beh
expected in terms of the relative influence of demand/supply innovations over the
period, but they behave as expectedwithin certain sub-periods.

Table 2(a) contains the average state ranking by regional classification accord
the magnitude of the shock, going from most positive to most negative for each p
Coinciding with the booming energy industry during 1975–1982, the Energy stat
average had the largest positive demand shocks. In fact, Table 2(b), which shows t
and bottom-ten states, Oklahoma, West Virginia, Colorado, and Texas are in the top
contrast, the Rustbelt states had the most negative demand shocks with Wisconsin,
and Michigan appearing in the bottom-ten. The New England states had the largest p

26 In appendices available from the authors, MI, a manufacturing state, and WY, an energy state,
largest variation in demand shocks over the entire period. Also, significant differences in speeds of adj
of reduced-form variables to exogenous shocks were found, suggesting that pooling the entire sample w
inappropriate.
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Table 2
Ranking of component shocks by period

(a) Average state rank of shock size by region and period

1975–1982 1983–1990 1991–1998

Region Dem Mig Int LS Dem Mig Int LS Dem Mig Int LS

New Eng 27 9.7 16.7 10.2 28.8 38.2 26 37.3 12.8
Mid Atl 28.7 13.3 20 13 23 38.3 16.3 24.7 23
E.N. Cen 40 24 19.8 25.8 18 22 7.6 25.4 38.6
W.N.Cen 18 32.9 35.6 30.1 23.4 20.4 22.7 13.9 27
South Atl 29.6 23.4 23.9 20.3 21.1 17.5 30.4 24.5 32.1
E.S. Cen 16.3 34.3 28.5 29.3 31.3 13.8 33 11.5 30.5
W.S. Cen 14 23.5 34 33.5 35.8 24.5 38.3 23 15.3
Mountain 17.6 32.1 22.8 32.3 26.9 21.8 23 24.1 18.9
Pacific 34.3 17.7 15 21.7 9.3 37.3 20.7 42.3 19
Rustbelt 41.2 21.8 21.7 22.2 16.5 24.8 10.2 25.5 33.8
Sunbelt 24.8 20.8 14.5 16.5 18.3 39.8 20.8 45.0 8.3
Farm 21.8 34.8 41.8 31.8 27.4 11.4 30.2 12.8 29.8
Energy 9.4 22.1 26.6 36.9 38.7 23.1 34.6 16 25.3

(b) Top/bottom ten states ranking by size of shock and period

Rank Dem Mig Int LS Dem Mig Int LS Dem Mig Int LS

1 OK RI NV RI NV SC MI MT NH
2 WV FL NH VT WA AR CO WY NV
3 ND VT GA MD RI NE MN ND ME
4 CO NH WY PA MN SD AZ ID MN
5 NM MD WA NJ WI NC IN GA UT
6 MO ME NJ NH MI DE WA MS TX
7 MN TX VT NV OR IL NY KS FL
8 UT WY WI ME VA ID IL TN OR
9 TX IL ME CA PA TN NV NC NM

10 MS OH MI NC NE CA MO AL PA
39 RI SC IA MO KS PA VT CA IL
40 MD ID TX WA ID WA ME NM NE
41 GA MS MT UT TX FL AR TX TN
42 OR NC MS IN FL WI OK VT NJ
43 WI MN ID TX OK NJ AL OR KY
44 IA NE SC NM NH TX LA RI WY
45 IL MI AR WV CO VT SD WA IN
46 NC TN NE ND ME MN WV AZ MD
47 PA AR RI OK WY NH SC NV MI
48 MI MT SD CO ND NV WY FL GA

The average state ranking of the labor-market shocks within each region during the indicated time
A value of 1 is given to the state with the largest (positive) shock and 48 is given to the state with the s
(negative) shock.

migration labor-supply shocks, and second largest among Census regions for interna
supply shocks. Rhode Island, Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine had among the
migration labor-supply shocks.

By 1983–1990 regional fortunes changed. With the energy bust, the Energy stat
the most adverse labor-demand shocks with Texas, West Virginia, Oklahoma, and Co
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all listed as having among the most negative demand shocks. The New England a
Atlantic states registered the most favorable demand shocks, likely reflecting the b
of Reagan-era defense spending and a boom in financial services. Rhode Island, V
New Hampshire, and Maine all show up in the top-ten. Also related to defense spe
California had the ninth largest average demand shock in this period. The Pacific sta
the most favorable migration labor-supply shocks, with Washington at second, and O
at number seven. The Farm states had the most favorable internal labor-supply s
consistent with farm workers reallocating themselves to the non-farm sector durin
1980s farm crisis.

As noted elsewhere [37], regional patterns are less well-defined in the 1991
period. The East North Central region experiences the strongest relative demand
led by Michigan, Illinois, and Indiana. The Energy states continue to languish with the
negative relative demand shocks, as the energy sector shed nearly one-quarter of it
the 1990s nationwide [29]. Texas and Colorado leave the bottom ten as they becom
diversified, while Oklahoma and West Virginia are now joined by Louisiana and Wyo
in the bottom ten.

The East South Central states had the largest relative migration labor-supply s
Perhaps surprisingly, the Sunbelt states had the most negative relative shock
Arizona, Nevada, and Florida in the bottom three and California in the bottom
Although Arizona and Florida had net-migration rates above the national average ov
period, demand effects such as retiree migration (likely captured as a demand inno
apparently dominated the supply effects of labor-force migration. Yet, the patte
consistent with the relative trend of job growth rates converging across the nation
1990s, with Sunbelt states growing a little slower, and other regions growing a little f
The Sunbelt states also had the largest internal labor-supply shocks, with Nevada
and Florida seventh. One possible interpretation is that our measure of internal or
resident labor supply may reflect some illegal immigration that was not fully included i
official migration number because the Census Bureau underestimated illegal immig
by about 3 million during the 1990s [38]. Further support is provided by the fact tha
border states of Texas and New Mexico also appear in the top-ten for internal labor-
shocks (while not shown was California at 11th).

6. Conclusions

This study revisits the long-debated chicken–egg question of jobs versus people
data on the lower US 48 states. A primary contribution is that state labor marke
modeled using a variant of the long-run restrictions SVAR approach of Blanchar
Quah [8], which avoids assuming short-run exogeneity. The long-run restrictions are
on a structural labor-demand and supply model, in which demand shocks are ide
as comovement in employment and wages, while supply shocks are identified by i
movements. Another key contribution is that along with labor demand and migration
supply, internal labor supply (i.e., changes in labor-force participation, natural labor
growth, etc.) is explicitly modeled as having an independent impact on job-growth.
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The empirical results suggest that the long-run identifying restrictions are not
binding, while short-run wage and employment movements are consistent with eco
theory. We also subjected the models to extensive sensitivity analysis and calc
numerous decompositions of the empirical results. This extensive investigation sup
the plausibility of the overall approach. Labor demand shocks are found to be
important on average than migration innovations in determining state employ
fluctuations, indicating that people are slightly more likely to be following jobs rather
the converse. Yet, labor-supply shocks in total (from migration and internal labor su
account for a majority of employment fluctuations on average. By region, Sunbelt sta
more influenced by labor-force migration shocks, but labor-demand shocks are para
in Rustbelt, Farm Belt, and Energy states. Nonetheless, across all regions, the
importance of the shocks varies over time. We believe that this is the first study to p
a specific accounting for employment fluctuations due to innovations in labor dem
migration, and (internal) original-resident labor supply in assessing the jobs versus
question. Determining the innovation sources remains to be addressed in future res
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